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Executive Master in Global Supply Chain Management

Organized in collaboration with the EPFL, the ENPC and the AFT-IFTIM group the program consists of 6 month theoretical part (academic program) followed by a practical project of 6 month (internship) which is to be carried out in a company.

General calendar

> Theoretical part January - July
> Practical project July - December

Theoretical part

The academic program consists of 5 blocks with forty-hour courses each, designed to expand the practical and methodological knowledge of the participants.

Each block has 4 modules that cover the latest developments in theory, tools and best practices in supply chain management. Every module has a formal evaluation and a qualifying exam synthesizes the material for all of the courses in the module. At the end of each block are foreseen international team business games aiming to integrate the concepts covered in the class. These business games are Web-based simulations in which players within a team use the Internet to collaborate, to reach decisions, to implement these decisions and to examine the results obtained. Some of the games are designed to develop a better understanding of fundamental supply chain concepts such as the Bullwhip effect and Risk pooling, but others are competitive games involving multi-enterprise strategic and tactical business decisions.

The teaching is ensured by both academics and business experts and is developed based on the methodology provided by the professors from universities involved in the program.

Practical part

Once the theoretical part is successfully accomplished, students must realize a practical project within a company (internship).

This project should be completed successfully over a minimum of 20 weeks. It gives students additional work experience and it is also a requirement to obtain the diploma.

The goal of the project is to realize a practical study or research showing high scientific capabilities, engineering knowledge and managing skills. The project could be operational or strategically oriented.

Academic staff supervises the practical project. It is completed within a company or in one of the research units of the organizing schools.

The report containing the results of the work must be presented in front of a jury.
**IML internship: general conditions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Internship period:</strong></th>
<th>From July to December 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Length of the internship:</strong></td>
<td>Minimum 20 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Student status:</strong></td>
<td>“Etudiant-stagiaire”, working permission for the foreign students; an alternative is also employee of the company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proposal of subject:</strong></td>
<td>Will reflect company’s needs; Could be defined by the company and discussed directly with the chosen student; as an alternative, it could also be defined with the help of IML staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of subject:</strong></td>
<td>Strategic / operational projects relevant for the company, and relate to the supply chain management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coordination:</strong></td>
<td>Supervision from the company as well as IML team; intermediate reports and meetings according to an initial planning elaborated by the student should be organized by the student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place of work:</strong></td>
<td>Ideally in the company; During the internship students may benefit from EPFL / IML infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presentation of the work:</strong></td>
<td>End of November 2012, in front of a jury composed by IML coordinating staff and the company representative(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Confidentiality:</strong></td>
<td>If requested by the company confidentiality is strictly respected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proposition procedure:</strong></td>
<td>IML acts as an intermediary between companies and the students; meanwhile the students are searching for internships on their own;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approaches for internship proposals:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. The company formalizes the project and provides us with a written proposal explaining project mission, profile requirements, deadlines, contact information; the offer will be announced to the students, the students postulate and organize interviews with the company representative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The company consults the CV book, chooses the candidates whose profile suit the best to their requirements and contacts them directly; In parallel the company will inform us about this approach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The company will contact IML in order to define the project</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For further information or for sending internship proposals please kindly contact:

**Prof Dr. Philippe Wieser**  
philippe.wieser@epfl.ch

**Christiane Wahl**  
christiane.wahl@epfl.ch

[http://iml.epfl.ch](http://iml.epfl.ch)
Stefan Alvelo
Treppenweg 19
5300 Enneturgi

Phone 079 430 15 02
E-mail IML stefan.alvelo@epfl.ch
E-mail privé stefan_alvelo@hotmail.com
Birthdate 19.11.1976  Nationality  Suisse

PROFESSIONAL OBJECTIVE
Supply Chain- or Operations Department of a manufacturing company.

EDUCATION
2013 EPFL Executive Master in Global Supply Chain Management (ongoing)
2010 Lean Six Sigma Green Belt (ifss institute for lean six sigma)
2009 SCOR Project Training (Supply Chain Council)
2005 University of Applied Sciences Nordwestschweiz, Suisse – Industrial Engineer in Supply Chain Management

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Experience in:
- Project and Program Management, Operational Excellence Programs, Change Management
- Implementing Lean (e.g. different types of Kanban (internal, external), changing processes from Push to Pull, Heijunka, Milkrun, 5S, CIP and so on.)
- Conception and Implementation of Material flow/Plant Layout, Production Planning and Scheduling, Production logistics,
- SAP PP, MM, WM, SD.

2009 Biotronik AG, Project Manager Operations (MedTech)
2008 Sika AG, Project Manager Supply Chain (Chemical)
2006 Bosch PT, Supply Chain Engineer (Consumer Goods)
2005 Daimler Chrysler, Internship Czech Republic (Car Industry)

LANGUAGES
Swiss-German & Spanish (mother tongue), English, Italian, French(basic)
Kemjika Ananaba
9 Chemin des Fraisiers

1212 Genève
Phone 079 599 03 22
E-mail IML kemito2001@yahoo.co.uk
E-mail privé kemito2001@yahoo.co.uk
Birthdate 07.04.1983 Nationality Nigeria

PROFESSIONAL OBJECTIVE
Experience in material loss analysis and elimination within Supply Chain, including project management and performance measurement to support the company strategies. Goal oriented, communication skills and knowledge on SAP system. Interested in working on a supply chain related project in order to apply the experience gained during my previous jobs and the Master studies to drive results in efficient and cost optimization to the organization.

EDUCATION
2008-2009 University of Glasgow - Scientiae Magistrum - Master of Science, electronics & electrical Engineering
2006 Federal University of Technology, Nigeria - Bachelor of Engineering (B. Eng) in Power systems engineering technology, second class honours upper division, electrical and electronic engineering (2001-2006)

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Years of professional experience: 3
June 2010-May 2011 Procter&Gamble, Nigeria- Baby care process engineer
Nov 2007-Aug2008 First Bank of Negeria - Banking assistant
Jan 2006-Aug 2007 The Springfield Nursery and primary schools-Technical manager
Sept 2005-Dec2005 Hyper-formance Technology Solutions - Internship
Sept 2003-Feb 2004 Total E&P Nigeria Limited, Port Harcourt - Internship
Sept 2001-Jan 2002 Warri Refining and Petroleum Company -Internship

LANGUAGES
English, French (Basic)
Mohamed Ghassen Belkhiria  
Ch. de la Prairie 50  
1007 Lausanne  

Phone 078 833 58 43  
E-mail IML ghassen.belkhiria@gmail.com  
E-mail privé ghassen.belkhiria@gmail.com  
Birthdate 19.01.1985  Nationality Tunisian

PROFESSIONAL OBJECTIVE
Recently graduated in master of mechanical engineering at EPFL oriented to production management and processes, mechatronic and automatic systems. I accomplished my master thesis within Logistic department of Givaudan Vernier. During this internship I participated to the organization of the new logistic concept of the site, improving flux in some workshops and proposing KPIs. Mainly interested in manufacturing, optimization, supply chain management, operations, logistics, continuous improvements and purchasing, I would like to work on projects within a dynamic environment.

EDUCATION
2009-2011 Master of Science MSc in mechanical engineering  
2009-2011 Minor In management of technology and entrepreneurship  
2005-2009 Bachelor in mechanical engineering.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2008 École des métiers de Lausanne (ETML)

LANGUAGES
French & Arabic (mother tongue), English
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF LOGISTICS

Simon Bourqui
Ch. des Bulesses 54
1814 La Tour-de-Peilz

Phone 076 593 71 30
E-mail IML simonbourqui@hotmail.com
E-mail privé simonbourqui@hotmail.com
Birthdate 24.01.1986 Nationality Swiss

PROFESSIONAL OBJECTIVE

I am graduated in Business Management and have experience as a Supply Chain Analyst in the telecommunication industry. My main responsibilities were the elaboration of a KPIs system, stock reconciliation with third party logistics IT system, group reporting and the implementation of a replenishment algorithm for point of sales. I am very keen to use both my knowledge and my personal skills to succeed in a challenging position within a dynamic company promoting its multicultural environment and where a high customer service level is considered as a key success factor. My main areas of interest are demand & supply planning, transport management, purchasing and project management.

EDUCATION

2012 On-going Executive Master in Global Supply Chain Management, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
2009-2010 Erasmus Program, Cardiff Business School (UK)
2006-2010 BSc in Management, Faculty of Business and Economics (HEC) of the University of Lausanne

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years of professional experience: 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan 2011-Dec 2011 Orange Telecommunication AG, Zürich: Supply Chain Analyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 2010-Dec 2010 Orange Telecommunication AG, Zürich: Supply Chain Trainee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 2009-Sep 2009 Hotel Santa Teresa (Relais&amp;Château®), Rio de Janeiro: Sales &amp; Marketing Trainee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 2005-May 2006 IICT (Institute for Information and Communication Technologies) at School of Business and Engineering, Yverdon-les-Bains: IT Trainee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LANGUAGES

French (mother tongue), English (full professional proficiency), German (full professional proficiency), Brazilian Portuguese (good knowledge)
Tania Brito
Av. de la Gare 42
1022 Chavannes Près Renens

Phone 077 485 66 92
E-mail IML tan.yatz@gmail.com
E-mail privé tan.yatz@gmail.com
Birthdate 29.12.1987 Nationality Mexican

PROFESSIONAL OBJECTIVE
To contribute to the company’s growth and success by leveraging my expertise and capabilities in logistics, strategy, supply chain management, international trade, business negotiations and international relations.

Experience with teamwork, customer service, 'just in time' inventory and lowering costs by strategically choosing appropriate methods of transportation and delivery ensuring most efficient costs. Developed communication skills. Trained to perform import and export summaries according to Mexican laws and regulations. As well proficient in software for market research: Trade-Wizards, Product-Map and Trade-Map; Software to properly fill in trucks and containers and choosing packaging: Truckfill and Capepack; Software to properly control inventory: Interxel3 and Aranxel; knowledge about simulation tool: ProcSim.

EDUCATION
2012 – Actual: Executive Master in Global Supply Chain Management, EPFL-IML Lausanne, Switzerland.
2006 – 2010: Bachelor of Science in International Business, ITESM Guadalajara, Mexico. Graduated with honors.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2010 Ryder Logistics Guadalajara, Intern
2010 Fedex Guadalajara, Intern
2010 Clothing Stores (Taitka's, Bridel and El Mundo Infantil) Floor Manager and Administrator
2011 Pena, Hernandez, Velasco y Gallegos Cuevas, Staff in Inter. trade, customs & logistics

LANGUAGES
English, French (intermediate), German (basic)
Julio Miguel Casanova Alegria
Avenue de la Fantaisie 2
1006 Lausanne

Phone 078 947 56 26
E-mail IML juliuscasanova@gmail.com
E-mail privé juliuscasanova@gmail.com
Birthdate 05.07.1977  Nationality Peruvian

PROFESSIONAL OBJECTIVE
I graduated as Bachelor in Science of Food Engineering. I have 8 years of experience in the Food Industry, particularly in fruit processing for local consumption and exportation. I have been involved directly on production, commercial (sales), quality, supply, logistics acting as link with customers/operators, planning resources and budgets. I would like to apply my knowledge and experience in new and challenging jobs for continuous learning and to contribute on achieving new and better solutions when required.

EDUCATION
03.1998-12.2002 Bachelor in Science, Food Industry - Universidad Nacional Agraria La Molina
07.1995-03.1997 Universidad Particular Ricardo Palma - Food Industries Faculty (V of X levels, not completed due to economical resources)
03.1984-12.1994 CEP Colegio Claretiano (School Claretiano), Lima, Primary & Secondary Studies

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

04.2007-2011 Empacadora Agricola Del Pacifica SA - Fresh Fruit Processing and Packing - Factory manager
09.2005-04.2007 Quimica Suiza S.A.C-CA Tambo QS - Fruit Processing and Packing. Sales and Supply to Retail - Production Manager and Process Engineer
06.2004-08.2005 Inversiones Marzala S.A.C. - Fruit Processing and Packing. Sales and Supply to Retail - Production Manager and Process Controller
02.2004-06.2004 Empacadora Agricola Del Pacifico - Fresh Fruit processing and Packing - Production Manager for Processing and Packing
06.2003-08.2003 Empacadora Agricola Del Pacifico - Line Supervisor for fruit citrus processing
12.2002 Avicola San Fernando - Operations for fresh eggs distribution

LANGUAGES
Spanish (mother language), English, French (basic)
PROFESSIONAL OBJECTIVE

I am a mathematical engineer graduated on 2008 at EPFL. I worked in two international organizations as a statistician in 2009: ITC and WTO. Then, an opportunity for doing a PhD in quantitative methods at HEC Montréal arose. After one (successful) year there, I decided to stop because I realized I want to be on the field working on concrete issues. I am now fulltime student of the GSCM master program at IML. I am looking for a challenging logistics or supply chain management position within a dynamic and exciting organization where my knowledge, experience and skills will contribute towards the growth and success of the organization. My main areas of interest are logistics, planning, demand forecasting, risk management. I am obviously open to any opportunity in other areas of supply chain.

EDUCATION

2010-2011 PHD in Administration - HEC Montréal
2006-2008 MSc in Mathematical Engineering - EPFL
2002-2006 Bachelor in Mathematics - EPFL

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

2009 World Trade Organization (Geneva) - Statistical assistant
2009 International Trade Center (Geneva) - Statistician (intern)

LANGUAGES

French, Arabic, English, Spanish (intermediate level)
Kouassi Eric Hermann Dally

c/o Tchetch Alain Michel Tekpo
31, Rue Allobroges
1227 Carouge

Phone 078 797 82 64

E-mail IML kouassi.dally@epfl.ch
E-mail privé hermann.dally@yahoo.fr

Birthdate 03.01.1978  Nationality Ivoirian

PROFESSIONAL OBJECTIVE

I have 12 years’ experience in logistics upstream section (Procurement, Import operations) mainly in telecommunication companies in my country. Now, I would like to integrate a dynamic and international environment, working on the analysis and optimisation of the global costs, developing and implementing global supply chain solutions (from suppliers to customers) in order to increase the competitiveness of the company.

EDUCATION

2012 Ongoing Executive Master in Global supply Chain Management, EPFL – IML, Lausanne, Switzerland
1996-1999 DUT (diplôme Universitaire de Technologie) in Logistics and Transport, Institut National Polytechnique (INP-HB), Yamoussoukro, Cote d’Ivoire
1996 Baccalaureat C (Mathematics and physics), Lycee Moderne de Gagnoa, Cote d’Ivoire

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Years of professional experience: 12

2008-2011 WARID-CI, Assistant Manager Procurement
2007-2008 COMIUM-CI, Technical and IT Purchaser
2004-2007 MTN-CI, Head of Logistics
2004 (5months) MTN-CI, Investments Purchaser
1999-2004 SCB, Assistant Procurement

LANGUAGES

French (Mother Tongue), English
Manaile Dhouibi
5 Rue de Lausanne
1020 Renens

Phone 076 648 23 43
E-mail IML manaille.dhouibi@epfl.ch
E-mail privé mdhouibi@gmail.com
Birthdate 06.11.1984 Nationality French

PROFESSIONAL OBJECTIVE
After working 5 years for a transport and logistic company at different levels and locations, it was the time for me to develop and broaden my knowledge from transport industry to the global supply chain management. My main goal is to work as a Supply Chain specialist to develop and implement solutions in an international environment.
I want to develop new skills in any area of Supply Chain; my highest interests are in fields such as Forecasting and Demand Planning, Purchasing and Sourcing or Business Model and Strategy.

EDUCATION
2012 - Ongoing Executive master in global supply chain management – EPFL, Switzerland
2006 - LICENCE LOGISTIC AND TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT, equivalence of the BACHELOR specialized in logistic and freight management
ISTELI INSTITUTE, AFT IFTIM group, Vilette d’anthon, FRANCE
2005 - BTS INTERNATIONAL TRADE, the French equivalence of the BETC Higher national diploma specialized in international trade.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
August-December 2011: Network coordinator - Business development dept, CEVA, Marseille, France
October 2009-June 2011: Account coordinator - Oil and Gas dept, CEVA Freight management Houston, USA
July 2006-september 2009: Air export/import specialist - EAGLE/CEVA Freight management, Lyon, France

LANGUAGES
French, English and arabic
Ivan Gerardo Martinez y Carriles
Rte de la Verreyre 2

1088 Ropraz
Phone 076 6181 422
E-mail IML igmyc1987@gmail.com
E-mail privé igmyc1987@gmail.com
Birthdate 14.03.1987 Nationality Mexican

PROFESSIONAL OBJECTIVE
The main experience involved into my professional life has to do with the Import and Export process. Although my last position was purchasing manager in a Plastic Company, I would like to focus my career in Supply Chain Management (production, warehousing or transportation). My goal is to consolidate the knowledge obtained in my current master studies to be able to make the most accurate decision in any circumstances.

EDUCATION
2010-2011 Universidad Autonoma de Nuevo Leon - Master international Relations, Diploma December 2011
2005-2010 Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey – International Business Major, Diploma May 2010

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2011 Corporacion Industrial de Moldeo, Purchase Manager
2010-2011 Kuehe + Nagel, Export Executive
Jun-Nov 2010 BCargo Logistics, Export Executive
Jul-Dec.2009 Internship at CEDIS Soriana Warehousing

LANGUAGES
Spanish, English, French
Filippo Morini
Avenue des Crosets 17
1804 Corsier-sur-Vevey

Phone 076 732 3275
E-mail IML filippomorini@hotmail.com
E-mail privé filippomorini@hotmail.com
Birthdate 03.02.1975 Nationality Italian

PROFESSIONAL OBJECTIVE

I followed a cross functional professional path in consumer goods and apparel operations, mainly focusing on Planning, Purchasing and Costs Analysis. My target is to apply skills and knowhow acquired during my education and work experience and further develop my career by designing and executing international Supply Chain / Procurement strategies in multicultural environments.

EDUCATION

2001: Master’s Degree in Economics, Bocconi University, Italy
1999: International Exchange Program, University of California Los Angeles, USA
1998: International Exchange Program, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute NY, USA

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

2009-2011: Bolton Group, Food Div. - Cost Controlling Manager
2003-2005: Dolce & Gabbana, Apparel Div. - Production Planner
2001-2003: Dolce & Gabbana, Apparel Div. - Supply Chain Analyst
2000-2001: Aeronautica Militare - Mandatory Military Service

LANGUAGES

Italian, English, French
Rodrigo Nunez Cajigas
Rue de l'Ale 7
1003 Lausanne

Phone 076 61 81 124
E-mail IML Rodrigo.Nunezcajigas@epfl.ch
E-mail privé Rodrigo.Nunezcajigas@gmail.com
Birthdate 23.07.1982 Nationality Mexican/Spanish

PROFESSIONAL OBJECTIVE
My main goal as a supply chain management professional is to deliver a surplus value to the job-
customer throughout optimal integration of supply chains and logistical processes, and top
engagement. I have a profesional background on the manufacturing sector for direct supply to
the automotive industry in Mexico in the áreas of procurement, customs and transportation;
posterior in distribution for the chemical industry, Mexico. It would be very challenging to head a
logistical team in which different, but complementary activities in the supply chain are performed.

EDUCATION
2006-2007 International business studies, at the Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen,
Germany
2003-2007 Bachelor in International trade, University of Guanajuato, Mexico

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
July 2011-August 2012 Material Planner specialist in Pigments & Dispersions BASF Mexicana
S.A. de C.V.
July 2009-June 2010 Traffic coordinator, Kromberg & Schubert Mexico
Dec.2007-July 2009 Material planner, Kromberg & Schubert Mexico

LANGUAGES
Spanish, English, German, French
Mohammad Amin Omidvar

c/o Leili Omidvar
Route du Port 26
1009 Pully

Phone 078 910 72 71
E-mail IML amin.omidvar@epfl.ch
E-mail privé amin.omidvar@gmail.com

Birthdate 11.09.1984 Nationality Iranian

PROFESSIONAL OBJECTIVE

I am professional in internet engineering and I had speech in international conferences and published articles. I consulted and executed many national (e-) business projects.

I can cooperate with groups to bring value to the company with help of ICT and innovation. I believe SCM is a milestone and intersection point for my future career. Since we are in dynamic environment, I am preparing myself to align quickly in different fields to support business activities.

EDUCATION

2012 Executive Master of Global Supply Chain Management, EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland
2011 Cambridge ESOL level 3 certificate in English (Academic IELTS 7)
2011 SPSS certificate from E-campus, www.iauec.com, Tehran, Iran
2010 Master's of science Information Technology Management Advanced Information Systems - Azad University, Tehran, Iran
2010 An Introduction to BI for SMEs, Beyeuniversity, www.beyeuniversity.com
2010 Business Intelligence Overview and Benefits for SMEs, Beyeuniversity
2010 Types of Business Intelligence Solutions Available for Small and Mid-Sized Enterprises, BeyeUniversity
2007 Bachelor's of science in Textile Technology Engineering - Azad University, Kashan, Iran
1999 3dstudio max level ll certificate from Industrial Management Institute, www.imi.ir, Tehran, Iran

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

April 2011-May 2011 Web & Internet Engineer at Kaspid - Consulted and planned strategies
April 2010-March 2011 Researcher at AraEnterprise - Researched and collected data for international reports
April 2010-March 2011 IT Manager at Aanafis - Managed and designed Aanafis website
R&D Engineer at SabioQ (Austin owned by TRIUM E-MBA entrepreneur)
Jun 2008- Sep 2008 Assembled computers from components
Feb 2007- Jun 2007 Forecasting raw material in knitting factory, Tehran (Internship)
April 2000-June 2011 Self-employed Designed and developed websites, e-business consultant, Managed and Implemented hundreds of multimedia projects some are internationally recognized
Jun 2001- Dec 2001 Movie Editing at Ressaneh Pouya, Tehran (Internship)
Jan 2000- Pioneer of Digital Painting concept still the leader at omidvar.net

LANGUAGES

Persian, English, French, Arabic (basic)
Luis Sebastian Pacheco Plaza
Ch. des Bâches 11

1030 Bussigny

Phone +41 76 717 35 21
E-mail IML luis.pachecoplasa@epfl.ch
E-mail privé

Birthdate 02.12.1986 Nationality Argentinean, Swiss Permit B

PROFESSIONAL OBJECTIVE

My background integrates industrial supply chain control, with design and managerial experience: graduated as industrial engineer, specialist in nuclear energy and with experience as industrial supervisor; at the beginning of the year 2011, I was designated risks management responsible of the nuclear reactor Project “RA-10”. I introduced risks management as an enhancing tool for the project. After one year working, I decided to approach my career to the supply chain management. In the present, I want to continue in the industry. I am open to new professional opportunities, such as purchasing management, international trade and also, risks management.

EDUCAATION

- 2012 Executive Master in Global Supply Chain Management, EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Management Experience:

Supply Chain Experience in Industry:
- January 2008 - April 2008: Order follow-up and movements’ management within an international steel tubes company - Techint Group, Tenaris.

Research Experience:

LANGUAGES

Spanish, English, French
Wilton Quiroz
Ch. De Beranges 83
1814 La Tour-de-Peilz

Phone 078 625 2863
E-mail IML wjjquiroz@gmail.com
E-mail privé wjjquiroz@gmail.com
Birthdate 27.12.1971 Nationality Dominican (permis B)

PROFESSIONAL OBJECTIVE
Experience in business process analysis, ICT services management and ICT functional project management. Having a strong ICT background, I would like to apply my experience and knowledge in supporting the business ongoing changes through business processes improvements and information systems customization in order to build a better, more effective and reactive supply chain according to business strategies and goals.

EDUCATION
2012 Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Executive Master in Global Supply Chain Management (In progress)
2011 Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) V3 certified professional
2008 Tecnologico de Monterrey, E-Government Strategies
1994-1997 Pontificia Universidad Catolica Madre Y Maestra, Master in Public Administration
1988-1993 Pontificia Universidad Catolica Madre Y Maestra, Systems and Computing

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
05/2006-03/2010 United Nations Development Program Dominican Republic - ICT Consultant
04/2004-04/2006 Interamerican Development Bank (Project for Supporting Food and Agricultural Sector Competitiveness) - ICT Consultant
02/2003-04/2004 Union Fenosa S.A. - Information Systems Planning and Development Unit Manager
04/1998-02/2003 Ministry of Labor of the Dominican Republic - IT Department Manager and Consultant for ILO in Central America
01/1996-10/1997 GFI S.A. - Software Developer (Dominican Republic)
06/1992-12/1995 Agricultural Bank of Dominican Republic - Software Supervision and Maintenance

LANGUAGES
Spanish, English, writing French (intermediate)
Eric Van Hamel
Ch. de la Louye 11
1134 Vufflens le Château
Phone 021 728 76 44
E-mail IML eric.vanhamel@epfl.ch
E-mail privé famille-van.hamel@bluewin.ch
Birthdate 18.05.1968 Nationality Française (Swiss B Residence

PROFESSIONAL OBJECTIVE
After 19 years of working experience in several different fields in the supply chain area on an international basis (transports, logistic trade terms, logistic operational controlling) for distribution companies and Suppliers of the retail, I would like to find a “Logistic Manger” function in an international environment.

EDUCATION
2012 Ongoing Executive Master in “Global supply Chain Management”, EPFL – IML Lausanne, Switzerland
1989-1992 Undergraduate degree in Transportation, Ecole Supérieure des Transports (E.S.T.), Paris France
1987-1989 DUT Transportation and Logistics, Institut Universitaire de Technologie, Le Havre (76), France

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2007 - 2011 BACARDI - MARTINI, Geneva, EMEA Senior Transportation Specialist
2004 - 2006 UNILEVER, Paris, Logistic Trade Terms Manager/Sales Manager for obsolete products
2001 - 2002 GALERIES LAFAYETTE Group (SAMADA) Paris, Operational Controlling Manager
1999 - 2001 PROMODES-CARREFOUR (LOGIDIS Head Office) Paris, National Upstream Transport Manager
1997 - 1999 PROMODES (LOGIDIS) Paris, Regional Upstream Transport Manager and France Sea Food Supply manager,
1995 - 1996 PROMODES (LOGIDIS) Paris, Logistic Coordinator Marketing Non-Food Products,
1993 - 1994 PROMODES (LOGIDIS) Paris, Research Manager in Logistic and National Transport Coordinator,

LANGUAGES
French, English, Dutch
Antoine Voumard  
Av. de la Vallombreuse 51  
1004 lausanne  
Phone  078 666 79 17  
E-mail IML  antoine.voumard@gmail.com  
E-mail privé  antoine.voumard@gmail.com  
Birthdate  07.06.1979  Nationality  Suisse

PROFESSIONAL OBJECTIVE

With experience in customer service, IT project management and logistic related to events, distribution and after-sales service, I am looking for new challenges of implementation and optimization of logistic solutions within a supply chain. I want to apply and develop my skills acquired during this master in an international organization.

EDUCATION

2012 Executive Master in Global Supply Chain, EPFL (Ongoing)  
2005 Ecole Hôtelière de Lausanne, HES Economiste d'entreprise  
1998 Gymnase cantonal de la Chaux-de-Fonds, Baccalauréal littéraire Général

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE  
Years of professional experience:  6

2008-2011 IT Project Manager / Event Planner. La Semeuse, La Chaux-de-Fonds, Food industry  
2005-2007 Assistant Front Office Manager. Grand Hotel Park Gstaad, Hospitality Industry

LANGUAGES

French (Mother tongue), English, German, Spanish